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Today's Session

• The Origins of the Research
– Human Error and Patient Safety

– Patient Safety; A Smouldering Crisis

• Research Methodology

• Voices from Grassroots

• The Three Faces of Self

• New Thinking on Patient Safety

• Over to you ....



Reason 1999

Why and how human errors occur



Is patient safety an example of an 

organisation in crisis?

• Crises:
– Are systemic conditions

– Result in major damage to the physical, financial and 
reputation resources of an organisation

– Occur unexpectedly but require a rapid organisational 
response

– Cause mental and physical harm

– Are framebreakers

– Smoulder within the organisation



Patient Safety in Healthcare

- A Smouldering Crisis?
• National Health Service treats almost 1m patients a day

• Global movement to curb adverse patient safety incidents and 
improve patient safety

• An Organisation with a Memory (2000); 
– Estimated 850k adverse events, potential litigation of  £2bn

– Programme of Measurement and Learning

• A decade on, Government and agencies judge limited progress, 
particularly qualitatively



Existing Thinking on Crisis 

Handling

• Pre-crisis signal detection, preparation and 

prevention - systems and processes

• Significance of management’s limited 

perspective, knowledge and capabilities

• The 'Smouldering Crisis'

• The orientation of the knowledge



Research Methodology

• Rebalancing the approach, developing knowledge

• 20 qualitative in-depth interviews (some paired)

• Critical incident technique based working life 
scenarios

• Frontline clinicians and administrators

• Community, acute care and ambulance trust

• Narrative analysis



Knowledge from a Novel 

Perspective

• Grassroots 
closer to 
incubation point

• Grassroots’
workplace 
behaviour



Knowledge from a Novel 

Perspective
“... You get some people .. Who have 

found their calling in life, love it 
every day and would be here all 
day every day if they were given a 
choice and .. I might have to put 
myself into that bracket ..”

(Hospital Doctor)

“ ... It was probably the first time I 
ever cried over a patient and I 
cried because they lived ... I had 
done a good job ..”

(Hospital Doctor)

• Grassroots 
closer to 
incubation point

• Grassroots’
workplace 
behaviour



Knowledge from a Novel 

Perspective
“... The people who are going to come 

to harm are the little old lady who is 
living on her own and really 
struggling but she isn’t going to get 
the level of (care) because I am 
spread so much thinner ..”

(Community Doctor)

“... It does sometimes feel like a 
conveyor belt and that ... You are 
trying to push patients out ... 
Sometimes they are not ready to go 
..”

(Emergency Doctor)

• Grassroots 
closer to 
incubation point

• Grassroots’
workplace 
behaviour



Knowledge from a Novel 

Perspective
“... If you said to them (doctors) .. I 

don’t like the look of them (patient) 

and I think something is going on, 

all of them would listen ..”

(Emergency Nurse)

“ ... There are patients that you go to 

and you think this is an ASHICE 

(Emergency) call, no doubt about 

it ..”

(Ambulance Crew)

• Grassroots 
closer to 
incubation point

• Grassroots’
workplace 
behaviour



Knowledge from a Novel 

Perspective
“ ... Our burns kit is a bottle of sterile 

water and a roll of clingfilm.  The 
iconic picture of the bombings in 
London and the young woman 
with a burns mask on, why are we 
not carrying things like this?  .. 
Well I know for a fact that if I 
pitched up at a house fire and it 
was some of my relatives then I 
would want them to have 
something more than a bottle of 
sterile water poured on them and 
piece of clingfilm draped over 
them ..”

(Ambulance Crew)

• Grassroots 
closer to 
incubation point

• Grassroots’
workplace 
behaviour



Knowledge from a Novel 

Perspective
“... It was all about flexibility but in the 

end it was actually about people 

saying what does the patient need 

and how best can we serve them 

rather than saying this is my job 

and I only do this .. “

(Community Doctor)

“... We are quite a good team, .. The 

main point really is for the patient 

to get the best care and to treat 

the patient as best we can really.  

So everybody has the same goal 

and are working together..”

(Hospital Administrator)

• Grassroots 
closer to 
incubation point

• Grassroots’
workplace 
behaviour



Knowledge from a Novel 

Perspective
“... Everyone is pushed into 

boundaries so they have drawn 

this up around themselves and 

they won’t step outside it but there 

are a group of things that occur 

which don’t actually fit into 

anybody’s boundaries and it is 

those things which always fall 

through the net ..”

(Community Doctor)

• Grassroots 
closer to 
incubation point

• Grassroots’
workplace 
behaviour



The Duty Self

The Professional 

Self

The Collegiate 

Self

Patient

Orientation

Job Satisfaction

And

Intrinsic  Motivation

Weaknesses in the 

Organisational

Climate

The Three Faces of Self

Hill, 2011



New Thinking on Handling Patient 

Safety
• Culture AND Climate

– Culture (top down), Climate (bottom up)

– An individual's relationship with the organisation

– The collective values of individuals

– Specifically;

• Goal Emphasis

• Task Support and Means Emphasis

• Socio-Emotional Support

• ‘Hard’ AND ‘Soft’

– Latent Conditions

– Behavioural Factors



What's next?

• Any questions?

• Split into groups of 4-6

• Take the next 20 minutes to:

– Meet your neighbours.

– Consider the discussion prompts.

– Discuss your own experiences in the context of the 
'Faces of Self'.

– Record your reflections, particularly any key themes.



Thank you for your time

Do you have any final questions?


